
What's wrong with culture? The value of the intangible now! 
CSR as Cultural Social Responsibility Film screening and networking event

Come and join us for an open discussion and the premiere in London of Delhi City Symphony

Why is culture outside of CSR or under represented by social enterprises? 
Are cultural enterprises committed to social change? 
What is the common language of CSR, Cultural and Social Enterprises? 

This event explore these issues and the multidisciplinary approach of Big Bang Lab to Cultural Heritage as 
innovation strategy towards social change, sustainability  and socio-economic development.  Global CIty  Symphony, 
is Big Bang Lab’s development of CSR as Cultural Social Responsibility  programme. A hybrid partnership 
programme across urban regeneration, intercultural dialogue and global citizenship looking at the opportunities to 
improve social inclusion and equality through international links between cities in the world.

Date: Thursday, 18th February
Time:  7 pm - 9.30 pm 
•Building Fragments, 2009 (40 min)
•Delhi CIty Symphony, 2009 (20 min)
•Q&A
•Bar and network till 11 pm
Venue: The Hub, Kings Cross
34b York Way, London N1 9AB

Tickets  £10, £6
More information and booking:
http://globalcitysymphony.eventbrite.com

Big Bang Lab is a social-cultural enterprise and 
creative development agency based in London 
working internationally from innovation 
consultancy to production on community  
engagement, creative learning and global 
citizenship across film, music and heritage. 

Specialized in the creative use of audiovisual 
archives and participatory programmes, our 
aim is to contribute to long term sustainability 
across the cultural, religious and age divide.

We are the creators of 
CSR as Cultural Social 
Responsibility. Global 
City  Symphony is our 
starting point  of that 
journey. We are creating 
a network of individuals 

and organizations passionate about culture 
and development in the UK and internationally.

Big Bang Lab cultural action for social change

www.bigbang-lab.com
info@bigbang-lab.com

Sergio López Figueroa
Founder and Director
skype: kinoscore
Mob. +44 (0)7811458779

video channel
www.vimeo.com/bigbanglab
twitter    
www.twitter.com/bigbanglab
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